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Build, Run, and Sell Your Apple Consulting Practice: Business and Marketing for iOS and Mac Start UpsApress, 2018

	Starting an app development company is one of the most rewarding things you’ll ever do. Or it sends you into bankruptcy and despair. If only there was a guide out there, to help you along the way. This book is your guide to starting, running, expanding, buying, and selling a development consulting firm. But not just any...
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DirectX 9 Graphics: The Definitive Guide to Direct 3D (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2005
DirectX 9 Graphics is the most comprehensive DirectX graphics reference currently available. Unlike other titles, this unique book takes the reader from beginner to advanced level, demystifying DirectX by starting with the basics of setting up a DirectX application and finishing with the exciting intricacies of real-time 3D animation. In one single...
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If You're Not First, You're Last: Sales Strategies to Dominate Your Market and Beat Your CompetitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	During economic contractions, it becomes much more difficult to sell your products, maintain your customer base, and gain market share. Mistakes become more costly, and failure becomes a real possibility for all those who are not able to make the transition. But imagine being able to sell your products when others cannot, being able to take...
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Moodle 1.9 for Design and TechnologyPackt Publishing, 2010

	Educators use the Moodle web application to create effective online learning sites. Creating such learning environments that suit Design and Technology subjects requires understanding and implementation of both basic and advanced Moodle features.


	This book takes a detailed look at Moodle features with examples of how to fully...
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Panda3D 1.6 Game Engine Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Panda3D is a game engine, a framework for 3D rendering and game development for Python and C++ programs. It includes graphics, audio, I/O, collision detection, and other abilities relevant to the creation of 3D games. Also, Panda3D is Open Source and free for any purpose, including commercial ventures. This book will enable you to create...
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Online Marketing Inside Out (Online Marketing: Sitepoint)SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2009
Online Marketing Inside Out is an invaluable book for anyone wanting to market products or services online - whether or not marketing is part of your job description. Small-business entrepreneurs and web-site owners will benefit from this information-packed book, as will traditional marketers with little or no experience of online...
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Hands-On Bitcoin Programming with Python: Build powerful online payment centric applications with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Simplified Python programming for Bitcoin and blockchain

	
		Key Features

		
			Build Bitcoin applications in Python with the help of simple examples
	
			Mine Bitcoins, program Bitcoin-enabled APIs and transaction graphs, and build trading bots
	
			Analyze Bitcoin...
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eBay For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The leading guide for eBay buyers and sellers, updated to give you all the essentials for buying and selling on eBay


	More than 112 million people regularly use eBay. To find the best deals and make the best profits, you need the guidance in this book from eBay expert Marsha Collier! With more than half a million copies...
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Network WarriorO'Reilly, 2007

	Written by networking veteran with 20 years of experience, Network Warrior provides a thorough and practical introduction to the entire network infrastructure, from cabling to the routers. What you need to learn to pass a Cisco certification exam such as CCNA and what you need to know to survive in the real world are two very...
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How to Create and Manage a Hedge Fund: A Professional's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This book is intended for anyone interested in creating and managing

	a hedge fund. Individuals trading on exchange floors,

	within broker-dealers, on bank currency desks, or in mutual funds,

	commodity pools, and other hedge funds may have a track record as

	a basis for a hedge fund start-up. Organizations such as mutual

	funds,...
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Bricks to Clicks: Why Some Brands Will Thrive in E-Commerce and Others Won'tApress, 2017

	Learn how to sell online. Real-world case studies and market insights from the world's largest brands reveal what the best brands are doing right to win online. Gain knowledge of best practices that enable brands and retailers to survive and thrive in the dynamic, fast-paced, and highly competitive world of e-commerce.


...
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BizTalk 2010 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2010

	By the time you’re reading this in a bookstore, BizTalk will have celebrated its tenth birthday. Over the past decade, there have been seven releases of Microsoft’s enterprise integration server, and it has become the most broadly deployed integration middleware technology in the industry, with over 10,000 customers worldwide....
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